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We recently announced that
we had published another coaching
book, Bob Ryder on Coaching
Collegiate Archery, and we have yet
another just published and one
more “in the oven” so to speak.

The most recent is mine,
Coach Yourself!, which is, surprise,
surprise about coaching yourself. Up
until quite recently this is how the
vast majority of archers learned our
sport (I did) and how quite a few
still do. We got a few tips from
friends (which I call “casual coach-
ing”) and we were off and running.
This is not unique to archery, most
of the famous golfers from the first
half of the twentieth century and
earlier were so taught.

Just so there is no misunder-
standing, I am not recommending
self-coaching but for some it is their
best option. Here are my rankings
of the most common options:

Best
Good Coaching
Remote Coaching
Self-Coaching
Casual Coaching
No Coaching
Bad Coaching

Worst
My thinking is that every

archer needs a bit of help and these
folks do, too. And, I made every
effort for those using this book for
guidance that if they do hook up
with a good coach that they will be
in a better position to benefit from
being coached. I already have a
review of the book in hand which
will be in the next AF to help you

decide whether this book will be
helpful to you.

The other book, Yet More on
Coaching Archery (Steve Ruis on
Coaching Archery #5), which is at
the “printers” right now is another
collection of my essays. These are
largely unpublished material. Each
chapter/essay is short because I
know you don’t want me to go on
and on and on (and both you and I
know I can). My goals for these col-
lections is to stimulate conversa-
tions, thinking, and to provide some
actual assistance to archery coaches.

And, if you think I have run out
of steam, guess again. The first draft
of Far More on Coaching Archery
(Steve Ruis on Coaching Archery
#6) is almost complete.

In This Issue
I am still not out of the doghouse
for stuffing so many articles into the
last issue, so this issue is closer to
normal, but as always the quality is
top notch.

In this issue we have Simon
Needham given his take on what
constitutes fine tuning for all you

serious Recurve archers AND Tom
Dorigatti finishes his discussion of
changing steel cables.

Veronica Soar continues her
series on “helping the helpers”
which targets club members who
are dragooned into helping begin-
ners get their start. And as frequent-
ly emphasized, if you are recruited
to help get newbies started and you
enjoy the experience you are
encouraged to get coach training
and certification. Coaching and
shooting are two quite different
activities.

Sue Palsbo is continuing her
brilliant series on Masters archers,
which used to be most of us but we
have had an insurgence of new
blood in archery (thank goodness!).
James Park continues his series of
articles on the science of arrow
dynamics for those of you who like
it when our eyes glaze over (Me!).
And James Swan completes the
Ph.D. trifecta (Sue, James P. and
James S. all have doctorates) with an
article on judging target distances
using only your hand.

Randi Smith continues her
articles on appliances that adaptive
archers use. She began with mouth
tabs and continues with other such
devices (and will continue if our
success via begging is any indica-
tion).

We sincerely hope you enjoy
this issue . . . and if you do, please
recommend Archery Focus to your
friends and colleagues.

More Books

editorial
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James Swan, Ph.D. today is a writer, TV
and film producer and actor. www.jamess-
wan. com In November of 2019 he produced
the annual Hollywood Celebrity Archery
Shoot, which is a benefit for the National
Archery In The Schools Program. 

Simon S. Needham whilst being born in
Scotland continuing to live in Scotland, Simon
has represented Great Britain in the Olympic
Games and is the author of the fabulous book
The Art of Repetition and even better com-
panion DVD Archery in Action. Then he
followed up on that with an even better book:
The Competitive Archer. While being a
committed Olympic Recurve archer, he does
dabble occasionally with compound bows.

Veronica-Mae Soar was first introduced to
archery in the 1970’s, V trained as a GNAS
Instructor and later upgraded to Coach. She
soon became involved with admin, at Club,
County and Regional level, mostly on the
publicity side, writing for newspapers and
magazines and occasionally being inter-
viewed on radio. Much coaching was now
concentrated on training what were known as
“Leaders” - non archers wishing to learn how
to teach scouts and guides or school pupils; but
there were also successful coaching days for
established archers and regular sessions with
disabled archers. V herself shot at many
archery tournaments and reached First Class,
shooting for her County several times.

Susan Palsbo, PhD, retired from a 30-year
career in designing studies and mining data to
inform and improve health care systems busi-
ness decision making and clinical care processes.
She started archery at age 50. In 2018, she ful-
filled a life-long dream to win an athletic
medal for her country, at the World Archery
Masters competition. 

Tom Dorigatti has been an avid archer and
Bowhunter for over 55 years. He has been
hunting with a bow and arrow since he was
10 years old. Although bowhunting was his
primary objective, target archery quickly took
a front seat for the times when hunting season
wasn’t open. Tom has been a member of the
National Field Archery Association for 45
years and has actively participated in tourna-
ments or on ranges in no fewer than 37 states,
as well as Guam and the Azores. He has also
been involved in managing archery leagues
and tournaments up to and including NFAA
Sectional events since 1968. He is a
NFAA/USA Archery Certified Level 3
instructor.

Tom is the author of three books, “ProActive
Archery,” “The Puzzled Archer,” and “The
Puzzled Cyclist.” 

James Park says “I have three degrees in engi-
neering from Monash University, and I have
always taken what you might call an “engi-
neering approach” to my sport. I have never
been happy to do things a certain way simply
because that was what others did. My first
approach to a scientific understanding of
archery was back in about 1966 when I tried
to use the spacing of my sight markings to cal-
culate my arrow velocity. In the early 1970s I
carefully studied the biomechanics of archery in
relation to optimising technique. My Ph.D.
thesis was based upon archery studies.

“My high scores for World Archery target
are 1385 for compound and 1324 for recurve
(on the 1440 Round, formerly the FITA
International Round) and for World Archery
field 357.

“I have coached a number of top-level
archers who have represented Australia in
World Championships and in the Olympic
Games.”

Steve Ruis is an avid archer and coach and
Editor of This Magazine and author of a
number of archery books, especially on coaching
archery (Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, Even More on Coaching Archery,
Still More on Coaching Archery, The
Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols. 1 & 2,
Archery Coaching How To’s).

Coach Randi Smith has been the National
Para Head Coach for USA Archery from 2005
through 2018 She has coached archers to five
Paralympic medals, including two Para-
lympic Champion titles. A Level 5-NTS
coach, she and her husband Larry own Salt
Lake Archery. She has been the head coach for
the Utah Hot Shots JOAD club since 1986.
Smith has two Masters Degrees: one in educa-
tional psychology and the other in adapted
physical education; both from the University
of Utah. She is a licensed professional counselor
and therapeutic recreation specialist.
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by Tom Dorigatti

Cable Change?
Part 2

Today You Have It Made

This article will deal with how compounders in the
days of steel cables didn’t quite have it all that simple.
For one thing, we didn’t have bow presses and, at first,
we couldn’t just order up a pair of pre-made cables all
cut to length and ready to install. We couldn’t just
“twist up or take out twists” on a cable to help syn-
chronize the eccentrics either I said “eccentrics”
because lobed cams or different sized “cams” for top
and bottom limbs hadn’t been thought of yet. Both
eccentrics were identical in size, and were specific as
to which end of the bow the eccentric was placed.
They were labeled “T” and “B” for Top and Bottom.
If you were left-handed, you flipped the eccentrics so
that the “B” was on top and the “T” was on the bot-
tom limb. If only it had been that
simple to change a cable or pair of
cables! If you think you have prob-
lems tuning your bows today; “you
ain’t seen nuthin’ yet.”

Tools Needed
In Days of Old – What did you
need in order to change cables? On
compounds? I’m only listing the
tools this time around. If you want
more, please read my previous arti-
cle.
1. Bow Square and Pencil/Paper to
measure and record your tiller
measurements

2. Limb Bolt (Allen) Wrench to let
down the limbs

3. Open End or Crescent Wrench to
loosen the lock/jam nut between
the riser and the limb bolt

4. A Cable Crimping Tool for
installing the crimp after you
have routed the cables through

the wheels and into/through the cable take up
mechanism

5. A “Tuning (or Kink) Board” to set the “kink” (cable
extension) into the cable before you route the cable
through the eccentric. This allows you to get the
same (or close to it) amount of cable from the string
anchor to the eccentric. The distance of the “kink”
sets the draw length for that particular size eccen-
tric (see illustration
below). Unless you
were changing
eccentrics, the cables
could be “kinked”
before drawing
them through the
eccentrics and snug-
ging them into the
eccentric with the
set screw. More on
this later.

6. A Large Carpenter
(akaFraming) Square
to check and to reset the amount of static limb
deflection your set up had before you started this
process. I say this, because in order to get the tension
off the system, you had to turn down the limb bolts
7-9 turns. 

7. New Steel Cables Yes, the new cables were the same
length, but different bows required different
lengths of cables; no “pre-fabs" here, folks.

Let’s Change Cables
For me to write down exactly everything involved in
changing a cable or cables would really confuse you.
In addition it would bore you to death, plus it is not
something you can go out and do today. The object is
to help you to understand just how far compound
bow technology and ease of use and tuning have

A tuning board
template

The length of stations on the tuning
board
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become when compared to the “good old days” when
the compound bows compounded every shooting problem
you ever had!

I concluded the previous article by whetting your
whistle just a bit: I showed you a photo of a broken
down 4-wheeled compound bow. We will start with
that photo (see below). In addition, the next photo
shows what the eccentrics looked like after the cables
had been kinked and routed the correct way through
the eccentrics.

The early models of Jennings and/or Olympus 4-
wheel compound bows had what they called a “tuning
key” or “worm adjustment assembly” mounted in the
limb bracket on each end of the riser. These were infi-
nitely adjustable by turning the key a little bit at a
time to “time” the eccentrics. There were initially two
types; one used a thumb screw; the other used a 4-40
threaded lock screw. I can tell you from much experi-
ence that the 4-40 lock screw was really hard to get
locked down to hold the “timing” in place. It was/is a
constant battle to keep the eccentrics in time with
that set up (see photo above right)!

The Steps for a Cable Change (Single Cable)
The Jennings Manual (manual given to me courtesy
of Dean Pridgen) gives six step-by-step instructions,
but combines many mini-steps into each main step.
One common thing between then and now is it con-
stantly reminds the mechanic to measure, mark, and
write down those measurements so that they can be
replicated upon reassembly. I’m not going to bore you
with that sort of talk. I will try to cut to the chase and
give the most important sub steps.

Step #1 Lay bow down, sight window up and
string facing you (believe me, this is important!)
Measure tiller height on both limbs. (Write this mea-
surement down) Mark limbs on both sides of the side
plates. Loosen jam nuts and let bow down eight (8)
turns. Count the turns!

Step #2One cable at a time, follow the cable from
the eccentric to the opposite end of the bow. Loosen
lock screws in tuning key. Unwind the cable until all
the wraps are off the reel (see photo).

Step #3 Grasp cable 1⁄2ʺ from the hole in the reel
and push the cable into the hole. Keep pushing until
the stop swedge comes out of the end of the reel.

Continued on the Next Page

A disassembled four-wheel compound bow

Eccentrics with kinked cables

Turning key or worm adjustment mechanisms

Cable feed take up reel
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Sometimes you may have to use an ice pick or some
other small object to push the Swedge out. Using a
sharp set of cutters, snip off the Swedge and pull cable
out of the reel. Unthread the cable off the idler (pay
attention to which way the cable is routed!). Remove
the set screw in the center of the eccentric and be
careful to watch for the small round pad that is there
to help prevent the cable from being cut by the set
screw upon reinstallation (many a cable got cut
because of failure to reinstall the pad!). 

Step #4 Take string off the S-hook (if you haven’t
already). Remove the cable from the eccentric (plan
on tugging a bit, it normally isn’t easy). Using the
Kink board (or a finishing nail driven into a stiff
board). Using the old cable (or the kink chart) and the
new cable, bend the new cable to a 90 degree bend so
that the old and new are “kinked” identically to each
other). (It needs to be exact, close isn’t good enough.)
Feed new cable into the wheel from the same direc-
tion you removed it (pay attention!) up to the bend.
Don’t overdo it; it just has to be to the bend and not
past it! Replace the round pad into the hole in the
middle of the eccentric. Screw the set screw into the
hole until you make contact with the cable and give
one quarter turn more. If you tighten it too tight, you
will change the “kink” and that will throw off the tim-
ing when you reassemble, and also could still damage
the cable, too.

Step #5 Feed cable from eccentric back through
the idler wheel in the same direction it came out.
Then insert it into the hole in the take up reel. Pull on
the cable until the eccentric stops turning (see photo
left side).

Measure 4ʺ from the end of the reel and cut the
cable with sharp cutting pliers. Slip on the copper (or
silver) Swedge and Swedge it down using the
Swedging tool (see right side above). (Note if you use
pliers or a hammer, it works, but the Swedge gets out
of round and won’t easily go back into the take up
reel.) Pull the cable back into the take up reel as far as

it will go and give the cable a slight bend to help it
stay put. If you have the turning key, then start turn-
ing it clockwise until you have two turns on the reel.
If you have the Cap Screw tuning key, turn it counter-
clockwise until you have two turns on the take up reel.
Wrap the cable extension around the eccentric and
through the slot in the limb and then hook up the
bowstring. Take up several turns on the limb bolts to
take up the slack out of the cables and string. (If you
didn’t mark your limbs, keep track of how many turns
you put onto the limb bolts during this step).

Step #6 Take up on the new cable tuning key
until the eccentrics balance with each other. You can
do this by observing the distance between the cables
near the s-hook in relation to there the cable goes into
the eccentric. In addition, if you marked the
eccentrics, once you’ve turned down the limb bolts to
align with the side plates, you should be at or very
close to the poundage and “rollover” you had before
you started. Do not turn the other take up key. You’ve
replaced one cable, the other one hasn’t moved and
you need to balance the new cable to the old cable.
The next photo demonstrates two important things:
first, it is obvious that the two eccentrics are not timed
together or balanced. Secondly, the photo on the left
shows the “limit” as to the gap opening allowed before
the S-hook end of the cable would strike the eccentric
end of the cable, cause rapid wear and damage to the
cable, and possibly create a dangerous situation.

If you are replacing both cables, you can repeat
the steps for the other cable. Most people back then
would change both cables at one “tear down”, but as
we learned more about the “problems” with a full tear
down, we got a bit more sophisticated and improvised
many tricks of the trade to try to keep these rigs
together and shooting properly.

I might add that the “drawlength” control was
done with both the limb bolts and the take up assem-
blies. Each wheel size had its own draw length limits
and as long as you kept away from the left side photo
of the one above in your rollover, you were okay. 

Some Rules of Thumb On those old four wheelers
(and two wheelers until recently).

Cable feed take up reel, con’t.

Eccentric Unbalance and Rollover Limit
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• Unwind cable to decrease drawlength (same on
both ends) and it reduced poundage, too, Wind in
cable to increase drawlength, and increase
poundage.
• Without touching rollover, increase poundage,
decrease drawlength; decrease poundage, increase
drawlength (by how much depended upon limb
deflection and design of the bow). On many, it was
1/4˝ draw length per full turn of the limb bolts and
4# per full turn of the limb bolts.
So, for grins let’s say you changed both cables on

your bow. It is highly unlikely that things are “really”
back and set up perfectly again. You may have given a
16th turn more or less on one limb bolt. You may have
tightened up the bolt in the center of one eccentric a
tad more than you did the other. You may have insert-
ed the cable a nudge short or a nudge past the “kink”
in the cable. In addition to all of this, using the car-
penter’s square, you need to check the limb deflection
of both limbs to make sure they are back to what they
were before you changed the cables. Just because you
got your poundage back doesn’t necessarily mean the
limb deflection is the same as it was before the
change. Oh, and don’t forget to check the “tiller”. This
has to be matched up to the previous setting before
you set up the wheel timing! 

Lining up wheel timing “by eye” isn’t always per-

fect! So, how did we check out the timing of our
eccentrics? The first method was really quite simple.
The cables crossed each other near the center of the
bow. It was easy to have another person watch carefully
as you drew back the bow and came to full draw. If the
eccentrics were out of time, one cable would continue
to move while the other one stopped. It was then easy
to just take up or let out a touch of cable on one take
up reel or the other until the cables crossed exactly at
the same time. Easy peasy. But . . . for some, that wasn’t
good enough. Some liked shooting in the middle of the
valley, and some liked shooting from the back of the
valley, but not “into the wall,” which was quite spongy.
The longer the drawlength, the longer the valley. The
eccentrics were round, so the poundage climbed rapidly
if you tried to over pull past the bottom of the valley. I
might mention that even today, if you really think
pulling “hard” into the stops is really accurate. . . beware
. . . you may not be as dead on as you think you are!
Draw weight climbs 1# per 1⁄8ʺ on most of today’s cam
systems once you come to the stops/wall! I have done
research on this, and many shooters vary their “to
anchor drawlength” by as much as 3⁄8ʺ shot to shot. I’ve
measured many shooters using a measuring arrow, and
it is unbelievable how inconsistent many shooters are .
. . but, I digress onto a different topic.

Want More on Compound Archery?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?

If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Continued on the Next Page

http://www.amazon.com/ProActive-Archery-Tom-Dorigatti/dp/0984886028/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1357075372&sr=8-1&keywords=ProActive+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/ProActive-Archery-Tom-Dorigatti/dp/0984886028/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1357075372&sr=8-1&keywords=ProActive+Archery
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So another neat trick was to use a measuring
arrow, a scale, and your bow tied to a post of some-
thing solid. You nock the measuring arrow, tie a string
around the bowstring and hook it to the scale. Using
a strong rope you wrap it around the eye of the scale,
around a post some distance away and start pulling
the bow back until you “hit the valley”. You can clearly
see the change in the holding weight (as long as you
don’t pull it back and forth and introduce hysteresis).
When you hit the lowest poundage, you find the “cen-
ter of the valley” or the bare start of the back of the
valley and stop. Of course, on the way, you are check-
ing your eccentrics to make sure you are in time, too.
Then, once you have it tied back where you want it
and your drawlength is what you want, you can take
two 1⁄8ʺ wide pieces of masking tape and wrap one
around each cable so that they are aligned at your “full
draw”. You let the system down and double check it.
Voilà! Instant draw checks. If you religiously draw to
match the tapes for a hundred shots or so, you will
quickly find that your drawlength isn’t going to vary
much at all be it uphill, downhill, sidehill, or whatev-
er. You form muscle memory. That was in the good
old days when the cables weren’t traveling so far and
did have such a gap between the two cables. Today’s
bows make this proposition useless. Draw tapes
worked very well on the older compound bows! Here
are some of the reasons why:
• As long as both wheels, eccentrics or cams were
the same size, top and bottom, the cables only
traveled a short distance and usually the “crossing
point” of the cables ended up at or near eye level.
So, when you hit full draw, it was easy to glance
over and align the draw tapes. After a few hundred
shots, you would develop the muscle memory and
aligning the tapes helped to insure nearly identical
to anchor draw length regardless of whether you
were shooting on the level, uphill, downhill, or
sidehill. With regard to this, those with a shorter
drawlength and small eccentric, wheel, or cam had
a much shorter “valley”. Thus their accuracy with
to align the tapes was much easier. On my Hoyt
ProVantage, as a result of my short draw length,
the total valley length was right at 3⁄8˝ from front
to back. So, I aligned the tapes in the middle of the
valley and my draw length control was great! 
• The cables had a small gap between them at the
crossing point, so making draw tapes out of mask-
ing tape was easy and there wasn’t any contact, but
they were in clear view at nearly eye level at full
draw.

• The brace height, limb angle, and axle to axle
length made for a shorter distance travel of the
cables from brace height to full draw.
With today’s bows, however, this doesn’t work:

• Bows have dissimilar cam sizes between top and
bottom. 
• The limbs are not as straight up as they were in the
past. 
• The axle to axle lengths are shorter (some as short
as 33˝).
• The brace heights are way lower; some 6˝ or less. 
• There is a lot more cable separation between the
bottom and top cable which makes visual align-
ment difficult to perceive.
Thus, the cables travel quite a long distance, mak-

ing it impossible to get the draw tapes to align any-
where near eye level when at full draw. In fact, to get
draw tapes to align at eye level, you will have to place
one draw tape well below the cable guard to get said
alignment. 

Conclusion
So, there you have it about changing a cable (or both)
on an old four-wheeled compound bow in six “easy
steps” . . not! While the mechanics of changing a
cable were supposedly simple, there were a lot of hid-
den things that could really throw things off. Nearly
everyone back then went through a complete retuning
process after changing cables; and sometimes even a
string change on their four- or six-wheeled com-
pound bows. When two wheelers came onto the
scene, you could purchase pre-cut and swedged cables
and install them. But you still had to fight with the
“kink” and to make absolutely sure you had the same
amount of cable from eccentric to string hook up on
each eccentric or cam. Once swedged, you weren’t
going to change that cable! There were ways to twist
the cables a twist or two, but you did not want to do
that from the string hook up end. If you did, you
would get all sorts of twisting of the cable by the bow-
string and early cable failure would result.

Even back in the 60’s and 70’s and into the 80’s
“measure and mark” were things the best shooters
always did in an effort to keep things in tow. Even
then, however, things were going to move; things
were going to change. It wasn’t always the shooter and
the shooter needed to know in a jiffy when things
went awry if it was the bow, the arrow, or the shooter.
Cable failures were commonplace. Limb failures were
commonplace. String stretch was inevitable. Changes
in temperature and humidity played havoc with bow
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performance. If you read both articles about “having it
made” with today’s compounds and components, I
think you will agree that you really do have nothing to
squawk about if you look back 50 years to what shoot-
ers dealt with and why they coined the phrase, “Yep,
the compound bow! It compounds every shooting problem
you ever had.”

Good shooting, and be prepared to learn more good
stuff about early compound bows in my next article.
We are going to take a closer look at different “cable
routing” systems through the eccentrics and then into
“cams”. Hatchet cams, lobed cams, binary cams, and
how all that has made it even better for today’s shoot-
ers. There has been a natural progression of things,
and here, some 50 years later, some things that were
done back then are now resurfacing again! Stay tuned!

I’ll whet your appetite for you once again. The
PSE Pacer cabling set up. Pre-cut and swedged
cabling replete with a marked and easily positioned
“kink.” Dig how the eccentric is hooked to that limb!
(Circa 1976 or 1977). I owned one and they shot
great. Two wheeler with no cable guard, even!

Tom Dorigatti

Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Are you .  .  . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who 

wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you .  .  . ?

An archer who has been competing for a year or so and 
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.

Are you .  .  . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but 

never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .

Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know out-
side of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

PSE Pacer cabling

http://www.amazon.com/Winning-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147163/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1340991254&sr=8-1&keywords=Winning+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Winning-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147163/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1340991254&sr=8-1&keywords=Winning+Archery
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Sometimes you don’t have a choice. Sometimes a
coach isn’t available, nor are knowledgeable friends.
But you’ve learned to shoot a little and you want to
get better. 

So what can you do?
This book was written with you and your situ-

ation in mind. It shows in step-by-step detail how
you can coach yourself to get better. And constantly
in the author’s mind was that this book should help
you benefit from coaching if that became available
to you.

Coaches look at archers from the outside in
and see things archers can’t because they are busy
shooting. So with some low tech (mirrors) or high-
er tech (cameras) this book shows you how to get
that outside-in viewpoint, what to look for and
then how to train the changes you want to make in.

While not a complete substitute for a good
coach it can help you get further down the road
than just wishing and hoping that if you keep
shooting you will automatically get better (you
won’t).

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature,
not just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but
on how to coach people to do that better.

COACH
YOURSELF!

New from the 
WAF Coaching Library!

Available from Better Book Stores and 
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com



In my previous article I covered arrow flex
while in free flight. In this article I will consider arrow
rotation.

As well as flexing, arrows can be rotating about
their centre of mass while in free flight. In the vertical
plane engineers and airplane pilots refer to this as
“pitch,” while in common archery terminology it is
“porpoising.” In the lateral plane it is “yaw,” while in
common archery terminology it is “fish tailing.” I
generally prefer to use the usual engineering terms (I
am, after all, an engineer and my Ph.D. study covered
the dynamic behaviour of arrows both during the
bow’s power stroke and then in free flight).

In addition to pitch
and yaw, arrows also
rotate about their longitu-
dinal axis (“roll” or in
archery speak, “spin”).
However, I will save that
for the next article.

Each part of the
arrow is subject to aerody-
namic forces. The centre
of pressure is the place where all the aerodynamic
forces can be taken to be acting. And just as the centre
of mass doesn’t contain all of the arrow’s mass, the
centre of pressure doesn’t contain all of the aerody-
namic pressures. (These are just concepts that simpli-
fy the rules and the math.) So long as the centre of
pressure is behind the arrow’s centre of mass the
arrow will fly point first and not topple. This is the

case for all practical arrows, even for those with no
fletches, due to the high proportion of the arrow’s
mass contributed by the arrow point resulting in the
centre of mass being well forward.

The airflow that the arrow experiences is the
combination of the flow due to the arrow’s velocity
towards the target plus a contribution from any wind.
That is, the airflow might not be lined up with the
direction of the target but might also have a lateral
component. The arrow tends to align itself with that
resultant airflow, whatever it may be.

If the arrow is not aligned with the airflow the
aerodynamic forces on the portion of the arrow in

front of the arrow’s centre
of mass act to push the
arrow further out of line.
The forces on the rear
portion of the arrow act to
try to get the arrow more
into line. Because the
aerodynamic centre is
behind the centre of mass
the forces on the rear of

the arrow win and the arrow is pushed closer to the
desired alignment. However, when the correct align-
ment is reached the arrow has momentum and does
not stop dead, instead it overshoots, just like the vane
of a weathervane. This is then repeated, with the
amplitude getting smaller each time due to losses. In
engineering terms, this behaviour of the arrow’s angle
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Continued on the Next Page

Arrow Dynamic Behaviour in
Free Flight:

Arrow Rotation
by James Park, Ph.D.

In archery, fishtailing goes back and forth as does porpoising (smaller
scale is called minnowing) but this doesn’t happen with many other

moving objects which just keep going in the same direction.

ROLL
= SPIN

YAW = FISHTAILING

PITCH = PORPOISING
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Need An Archery Book for Kids?

Makes a Great Gift for a Young Archer

Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores
with text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have
about the sport they are embracing. And, each chapter ends with a
Q&A session based on the most common question kids ask about
archery.

Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.

Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

of attack to the resultant airflow is described as a
damped sinusoid wave.

When we watch arrows flying from behind it is
this rotation of the arrow about its centre of mass that
we see if the bow is not well-tuned, not the arrow
flexing (which is way too fast for us to see).

Each part of the arrow contributes to the forces
trying to rotate it about its centre of mass. Each part
has aerodynamic drag and lift. The drag is the force
due to the airflow that is aligned with the airflow. The
lift is the force perpendicular to the airflow. Note that
while it is called “lift,” that does not imply “up.” The
lift force could quite readily be down or to the side.
Both the drag and lift forces contribute to aligning
the arrow with the airflow but it is the lift that dom-
inates, not the drag. When the arrow is aligned with
the airflow it will have a non-zero drag force, but the
overall lift will be zero.

The lift forces dominate the arrow’s rotational
behaviour because they have much longer lever arms
in relation to the arrow’s centre of mass than do the
drag forces. For example, consider the drag and lift of
the fletches. The lever arm for the drag forces is the
distance the rear of the arrow is out of line with the
airflow and for any reasonably well tuned bow that
will be small. The lever arm for the lift forces is the
length of the arrow between the fletches and the

arrow’s centre of mass, which is quite large. The lift
from the fletches is important because they are a large
area and well back from the centre of mass.

While the lift from the fletches dominates, the
lift from the shaft is also significant. Consequently,
even if there are no fletches the arrow does still tend
to align itself with the airflow, albeit more slowly
because the total forces are lower. It is that difference
in forces that lets us use a bare shaft test to tune a
bow.

For all practical bows the arrow’s angle of attack
as it leaves the bow when there is no wind will be
close to zero. This can be easily tested for a compound
bow by doing a paper test with the sheet of paper
immediately in front of the bow’s riser – you will get
a tear close to a “bullet hole.” However, if the bow is
not as well tuned the initial angle of attack remains
approximately the same but the arrow gains an initial
angular velocity. That rotation rate can easily be 10’s
of degrees per second. In one example, setting my
recurve bow to a draw force only 1 pound higher than
optimum results in an angular rotation of approxi-
mately -15 degrees/s (or +15 degrees/s for a draw
force 1 pound lower than optimum). That is, even
though you will have a “bullet hole” right at the riser,
that angular rotation can give you a significant paper
tear just a few metres out from the bow.

http://www.amazon.com/Archery4Kids-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147171/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245662&sr=1-5
http://www.amazon.com/Archery4Kids-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147171/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245662&sr=1-5
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Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.

Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

That is, in tuning a bow (recurve or compound) it
is not the initial angle of attack that we are trying to
minimise but the initial rotational velocity.

The figure (see right) shows the calculated behav-
iour of an X10 arrow, size 380, launched with a speed
of 77 m/s, a flex of 2 mm, at initial angle of attack of
1 degree and initially zero angular rotation – as you
might get for a well-tuned compound bow. The verti-
cal scale is greatly exaggerated compared to the hori-
zontal scale, and the arrow is moving to the right.
One cycle of the rotation takes about 21 m of distance
travelled, which matches what you see very well. (For
the mathematically inclined, I calculated this directly
from the fourth order partial differential equation
describing the arrow’s behaviour . It is a very good
match indeed to reality, which provides a lot of confi-
dence in the modelling and the mathematics.)

The rate at which the arrow rotates depends both
on the forces and on the arrow’s rotational inertia.
The rotational inertia is determined by the mass dis-
tribution along the arrow. More mass towards the
ends of the arrow means a higher rotational inertia.
Consequently, a heavier point slows down the rota-
tion because of the higher inertia while more fletch
area speeds it up due to the higher forces. For exam-

ple, an arrow shaft tapered at the rear (such as an X10)
and with low mass fletches (such as Spinwings) can be
expected to align itself with the airflow faster than a
parallel shaft with vanes. In the example above, if we
take the fletches off, one cycle takes about 78 m.

http://www.amazon.com/Parents-Guide-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147155/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245720&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Parents-Guide-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147155/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245720&sr=1-1
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One of the challenges of field archery involves
shooting at targets at unmarked distances. Knowing
the distance to the target enables you to set your sight
or aim according to how much drop there is at that
distance. One method to help you judge target dis-
tance is to use your hand.

To begin to set up to use this technique, you need
ten markers and an open space. They can be sticks,
stones, boxes, etc. Place them at 10 yard
intervals in a straight line out to 100 yards
(or meters if those are used in your events).

Stand at the first stake and look down
the line. 

Your hand can be an invaluable guide
in judging distances in the field. Hold your
thumb up with your arm outstretched and
thumb pointed upward and look at the row
of ten targets you’ve created. At 10-20
yards there’s not much drop on the flight of
an arrow, but beyond that arrows drop
according to the draw weight of your bow.
So, how do you estimate that distance and
play by the rules?

At 30 yards, a 6 foot tall person (1.8
m), which is about the height of a target,
will be about the size of your outstretched
thumb to the hand.

At 50 yards, a 6 foot tall man is about
the height of the middle knuckle of your
thumb to the tip. 

At 70 yards, the 6 foot tall man is
about the height of top knuckle to tip of
the thumb. 

With each distance, you should have

an idea of how much your arrow will drop at that dis-
tance. 

Continue holding that hand up. At 100 yards
away, a 6 foot tall man will be about the height of the
thumbnail. 

At the bottom of the thumb nail there is a white
half crescent. If you simply shoot an arrow into the air
to see how far it will go, make sure that there’s noth-

Judging Distance with
Your Hand

by James Swan
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Are you tired from trying not to suck?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Are you .  .  . ?
Finding not sucking to be harder and harder?

Are you .  .  . ?
Tired of hear from your buddies about their winns and places when you

aren’t scoring anywhere close to them?
Are you .  .  . ?

Missing something from your game, you just can’t figure out what it is.
Then . . .

Why You Suck at Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the
“how to shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find
something is missing, Why You Suck at Archery addresses not only why
you suck but what you can do about it.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

ing in that distance that you
don’t want to hit. When
you can hold your thumb
up and sight it toward a
person or an object six feet
tall, and their height is no
taller than that white cres-
cent. That person is about
300 yards away. That’s
beyond the range of most
longbows and most clout
shoots, but compound bows
can shoot arrows that far.  

Each hand is different and each bow is different.
Some people will tape pieces of tape or rubber bands
to help judge the distances on their thumb. Some oth-
ers will use sticks with marks on them. (These may be
illegal in a formal competition.)

It takes awhile to learn how to judge distances of
targets and what elevation you need to shoot at to hit
the target to become a good shot. Remember, all you
need to know about judging distances is on one hand.

Addendum—Competing in Unmarked Shoots
When competing, the sponsoring organization sets
the rules and World Archery, for example, has definite

rules on distance estimation
in unmarked competitions.
Here are the pertinent
rules:

A.1.7 Range finding
The athlete is not allowed
to use his/her equipment
solely for estimating dis-
tances. It would be wise to
underline this point at the
Team managers’ meeting.
The WA Field Archery

Committee has given some advice on what is accept-
able or not. Please note that an interpretation of 2012
says that using body parts (i.e. hand or fingers) as aids
in estimating distances is acceptable.

So, you can see that in WA events (includes USA
Archery events), this technique is legal (as long as you
don’t use anything but your hand) whereas using your
bow or accessories on your bow or rangefinding
binoculars is illegal.

Check the rules on this for whatever sponsoring
organization is involved as you could be disqualified
for breaking the rules of competition, even if it was
unknowingly.

“So, you can see that in WA
events (includes USA Archery
events), this technique is legal
(as long as you don’t use any-
thing but your hand) whereas
using your bow or accessories
on your bow or rangefinding

binoculars is illegal.”

http://www.amazon.com/Why-You-Suck-at-Archery/dp/0984886036/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1356724230&sr=8-1&keywords=Why+You+Suck+at+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Why-You-Suck-at-Archery/dp/0984886036/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1356724230&sr=8-1&keywords=Why+You+Suck+at+Archery
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In my last article, I wrote about coaching
archers who shoot with mouth tabs. It’s an easy, inex-
pensive way to start an archer who can’t shoot with
both arms, but some archers would rather use a
method that isn’t as hard on the neck or teeth. With
normal teeth, and no neck injury, shooting with a
mouth tab is safe, but with tooth implants, false teeth,
or a neck injury, it’s not a good choice for heavier
bows and the draw weights needed for competition. 

Another easy option is to use a mechanical release
aid. For some, a release with a wrist strap is all that is
needed. It might be held differently and a method for
activating it might take some creativity, but it’s often
an easy adaptation. There are so many different
releases and different styles of releases that it’s a good
idea to try a few to find what works best. 

A strap to hold the release can be made with web-
bing. The strap can go around the shoulders, the
elbow, the chest, or a combination. An easy start up
version for a person with partial arms or nubs uses a
strap that goes around the arms and behind the back
and a release with a wrist strap is attached to it. The
release is set off by touching it to the jaw. 

Pictures are included showing some straps that
archers have come up with. Make sure the strap is the
right size and is secure and then, if necessary, find a
release that can be set off by touching it against the
cheek and moving the jaw bone (see photos below).

Lance Thornton uses a release that he attaches to
the end of his prosthetic arm (see photos). The arm has
a plastic guard at the elbow to keep his elbow from
sliding. The prosthesis locks onto a sleeve he has over
his arm and the release is attached to a connector that
locks into a fitting at the end of the prosthesis. (The
connector and fitting are readily available.) He has
the connector and the fitting marked so he can line
them up the same every time. He pulls back and
anchors on his face and sets off the release by moving
his jaw bone. Lance has a video in the Adaptive
Sports Series put together by Disabled Sports USA
and USA Archery (You can view it here.)

Keith Sekora uses a shoulder release that is
attached to a harness he put together with some pros-
thetic professionals (Fabtech Systems). Keith used a
bicycle brake cable which is attached to the release.
He holds the bow in his right hand and the end of the

Upper Body
Adaptions

by Randi Smith

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-c4hTcUcDk&list=PLK7QwuzL25xm8yOglKjbFIc2Rt0whPpSw
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brake cable in his left hand. (The cable runs up along
the side of the shoulder harness.) He draws the bow

and anchors and when he’s ready, he slowly squeezes
on the release lever. Mitchell Miles uses a shoulder
release made by the same company, but he releases
using his mouth (with a clothes pin in his mouth?)
There is a video of Keith by Fabtech Systems at (you
can view it here). Other than the harness itself, all of
the pieces of Keith’s release are available over the
counter at bike shops, hardware stores, and archery
retailers. This is an important consideration; all of the

parts are easily replaceable if they happen to break. 
Harnesses can be made using other materials as

well, including heavy fabric and leather. With a

shoulder harness, it’s important that the harness fits
correctly so it doesn’t move or wiggle; it also needs to
not cause any pressure or discomfort. Strapping
should hold it securely in place.

If the release needs to be held in the hand, a glove
can be modified to help hold it. Baseball batting
gloves work well as do football gloves. They both have
straps on the wrist to help hold the gloves tight.
Hooks or rivets can be put in the finger of the glove
and another hook or button put at the wrist. The
release is then put in the hand, and the fingers are
pulled up over the release and secured at the wrist.

No matter what type of release, it’s important to
find a solid anchor point that is consistent.  Make sure
the archer’s alignment is good, and that the anchor is
in the same place each time. Also make sure the

Continued on the Next Page

Lance’s release is attached to his prosthetic. 
(Photo Courtesy of Tri Huynh)

The plastic guard at the back of Lance’s arm keeps his elbow from
sliding. The release aid head (inset) attaches to the prosthesis. (Photo

Courtesy of Tri Huynh)

Keith’s shoulder release aid (Photo Courtesy of Tri Huynh)

Both ends of Keith’s relase aid with a close-up of the release end 

This is one way to modify a glove to hold a release. The release is
activated by touching it to the jaw.

Lia is able to use her thumb to set off her release, but uses the glove to
hold it in her hand.

https://www.fabtechsystems.com/wordpress/2017/05/chasing-an-olympic-dream-with-the-pde-brace-by-fabtech-systems/
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shoulder of the draw arm is set the same with every
shot. If the archer is not able to feel the shoulder, the
archer may be able to use the scapula as a reference. If
the archer still has the arm, but it is not useable (for
example, after a stroke), it may be best to secure the
arm against the body.

With all of the suggestions so far, the modifica-
tions have been to the release or the way it is held and
activated; no modifications have been made to the
bow or the way it is held. Some archers choose to hold
the bow and modify the release, others may choose to
hold the release and modify the way the bow is held.
The bow can be held with bandages or with a quad
glove. A quad glove goes around the hand putting it
into a gripping position. The bow goes into the hand
and then is held on by a strap that pulls the fingers
around the bow and holds them there. The bow can
also be attached to a prosthetic as long as it is not a
rigid connection and the bow can move after the
release of the arrow. 

Pictures 15, 16,17 Caption: Quad gloves made by
Active Hands. Pictures 18, 19 Caption: Holding the
bow with the prosthetic arm

Most archers are now familiar with Matt
Stutzman, the “Armless Archer.” Matt was born with-
out arms and taught himself to shoot using his feet.
He has a strap that goes around his chest and holds
his release. He uses his feet to hold the bow and to
hold the bow up to his release to load the arrows. He
then draws by pushing his leg out and sets off the
release by both pushing and pulling. Neither his bow
nor his release have been adapted; the only equipment
adaptation is the strap to hold his release. Matt also
has a video in the Adaptive Sports Series put together
by Disabled Sports USA and USA Archery.

When adapting for archers, be sure to be creative

Jerry uses a strap to keep his right arm in the proper place.

Quad gloves made by Active Hands

Holding the bow with a prostetic arm (above and below)
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and focus on what will work instead of
what won’t. If you have an idea and
you’re not sure how to make it work,
check with an occupational therapist or
a prosthetic expert. They are usually
very willing to help. 

References
Active Hands (activehands.com)
Gripping aids that hold the hands in a
gripping shape. They also have many
other adaptive aids.

Fabtech Systems (fabtechsystems.com)
Prosthetic components; have helped
with shoulder releases

Adaptive Sports Manual -
https://www.disabledsportsusa.org/sport/archery/

Matt Stutzman

activehands.com
fabtechsystems.com
https://www.disabledsportsusa.org/sport/archery/
http://www.amazon.com/Archery-Coaching-How-Tos-Steve-Ruis/dp/0991332601/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1388520827&sr=1-1&keywords=archery+coaching+how+to%27s
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Taking a Step Back
by Steve Ruis

One of my frustrations as a coach is what I see
as our core problem: we are taught the “right way” to
do things but we are not taught “why.” Clearly there
are differences as to the “right way” to do things. In
the compound world, for example, discussions are still
being had on the merits of having a bent bow arm.
Much of that discussion may be due to many people
not “getting the memo” because we do not communi-
cate archery information well, but I think it also has
to do with various people arguing something as to the
“right way” to do something, while not really having a
clue as to why that is (a bent bow arm is not a good
idea unless there is no other option).

This results in the situation that many of us
coaches can look at an archer and see what they are
doing “wrong” and suggest that they do those things
differently, but we are basing those suggestions on
what we were taught, without a good understanding
of why what were taught was superior to other things
that could be done. Without a deep understanding of
why things are the way they are, when things crop up
that were not part of our training we end up being
perplexed and not knowing what to recommend. (I
know this from personal experience.)

There is, in fact, a second level. There are archers,
very successful compound archers, who shoot with a
bent bow arm, for example. Often this is the result of
an injury. Archers in these situations (can’t do it as
recommended because of injury or whatnot) have a
problem. There are few to no discussions of what to
do to compensate for these “inadequacies.” The only
archery community doing this seriously is the para-
archery group. So, how do coaches help people figure
out alternatives when they do not know why the
“right way” is better and the pros and cons of the
alternatives? (I actually convinced USA Archery’s
Coach Development Committee to include a seg-
ment on this topic in their Level 4 coach training, but

that got canceled before it was even attempted.)
I want to state at the outset that I do not know all

of the “whys” of archery form and execution, certainly
not to the point that I feel comfortable in that knowl-
edge. I do, however, want to explore this topic so that
a more profound understanding can be had by both
me and you. So, somebody has to start, might as well
be me. Here goes!

What’s the Goal?
To understand why we do things a certain way it is
necessary to know what archers are trying to achieve.
My focus will be on target archers, not trick shot
archers or bowhunters or any other kind of archers
because they have different goals. Target archers are
trying to shoot a series of arrows as precisely and
accurately as they can, one after the next. We use the
archery term “tight groups” to represent this goal.
Groups of arrows, preferably all “in the same hole” is
what we desire. Actually a desired group size is easy to
define. It is the group size in which all of the arrows
shot fit into the highest scoring zone of the target.
Groups that are smaller than that score the exact same
number of points, so there is no advantage there.

I am going to set aside all equipment issues for
the moment and just assume that if our tight groups
are not in the target center, that there is an equipment
adjustment that will put them there. My focus is on
form and execution.

So, the fundamental question is: what conditions
are necessary to achieve this goal of arrow after arrow
in a series hitting the target “in the same place?”

Clearly the bow is doing the work of propelling
the arrow and because we have set aside the equip-
ment issue, for now, we assume the bow is capable of
doing this job consistently if we, as archers, do our job
consistently. So, is any particular stance or posture
necessary? I think that is a jump too far from what we
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need to achieve. The necessary conditions to achieve
our goal are:
• we need to be able to draw the bow
• we need to be able to hold it in the position that
results in the bow propelling the arrow along the
correct line to the target

• we need to be still
I think everything else flows from these three neces-
sary conditions. Let us look at these individually.

Drawing the Bow
This seems almost oxymoronic, duh, of course we
need to be able to draw the bow. But it is not that
simple. When I started in archery I was shooting a
compound bow. Because all of the men around me
were shooting 55#–60# of peak draw weight, I
thought that was the goal and cranked up my draw
weight to those levels as fast as I could. As a conse-
quence I was overbowed and as competitions dragged
on I would be weaker and weaker and struggled to not
only draw the bow but do all of the other things need-
ed to make accurate, consistent shots.

So, not only do we need to be able to draw our
bows but we need to be fit enough to draw them as
well on our last arrow as we did on our first. We also
need to be able to draw them consistently. If we are
drawing a recurve bow or a long bow, how far we draw
the bow is a variable (less so for compound bows but
still a factor). Many recurve archers use a clicker and
think that that device settles
their draw length issues,
which it does not, it just sets
up another set of issues.
The key is getting into a
correct body position just
before the clicker clicks (a
requirement for stillness as
we shall see below). Just
getting “through the click-
er” is not a guarantee of a
good draw or even a good
draw length. Clearly different draw lengths will result
in different amounts of energy being transferred to
arrows which will result in different hit points on the
target face.

So, we need to be fit enough, strong enough, and
practiced enough to have a smooth, strong, consistent
draw of consistent length. This necessary condition
speaks volumes to how we go about shooting arrows.
Since we wish to shoot fairly long distances, we have
bows with fairly high draw weights, so we need to use

fairly large muscles to do this task. If the muscles are
too small, they will fatigue in a longer series of arrows
shot and we will lose consistency.

Positioning the Bow
There is a position in space at which if the bow is held
there and allowed to operate as bows do, the arrows
shot from that bow will land where we desire them to.
There are limits to this, of course. No bow is going to
make ten mile shots for us, but within the bow’s phys-
ical limitations, this holds true. Also no bow is going
to shoot arrows that can ignore the wind.

The existence of shooting machines shows this to
be true and the amount of fiddling to get a shooting
machine to operate and have the arrows hit their
mark is quite considerable, so that fact that we can
find such a position by trial and error fairly quickly
when we shoot is a testament to our mind’s ability to
do this task.

And, if we are able to put the bow into perfect
position, we then have to loose the string without
moving it or, at a bare minimum moving it the exact
same amount each shot.. Otherwise we have the more
difficult task of putting the bow where when we move
it while loosing the string, it will be in the right posi-
tion then.

Being Still
This is key. If an archer is swaying of moving in any

way, then the release must
be timed as well as effected
smoothly. This makes it so
very much harder, so it is
best we are still when the
string is loosed. A fair
amount of preparation is
needed. The draw must be
smooth and under control.
The bow needs to be raised
to the right spot (so that
when the draw and anchor

are accomplished, the sight aperture or arrow point
needs to be very close to where it needs to be. Then a
short amount of time needs to take place to determine
that one is, in fact, still and all the while energy is
being burned holding the bow still in a fully drawn
state.

We need to be braced to hold the force exerted by
the drawn bow, otherwise we will be using muscle,
instead of the built-in compression resistance of

Continued on the Next Page

“Groups of arrows, preferably all
‘in the same hole’ is what we
desire. Actually a desired group
size is easy to define. It is the
group size in which all of the
arrows shot fit into the highest
scoring zone of the target.”
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bones. Muscles get tired over time, lessening their
effectiveness, bones do not.

All of this generally needs to be in a relatively
short time frame so as to not run out of energy on a
shot or accumulate fatigue unnecessarily in a series of
shots.

The Net Result
In order to draw the bow, position the bow, and keep
it still when releasing the string, a long list of things
become strongly recommended.

For one, we stand sideways to the target with our
bow arm close and drawing arm farther away from the
target. This way when we get to full draw our feet are
in a position to support our upper bodies which have
to be holding the bow in “that position” while braced
sufficiently that the force exerted by the drawn bow
largely acts upon bones and not muscles. To stand in
any other position, forces us to twist out bodies so
that the upper body can properly position the bow.
(There may or may not be secondary benefits from
doing this, but the primary
benefit of standing sideways
is in helping to hold a heavy
bow up at arm’s length and
being still.) 

In order to achieve con-
sistency and stillness, it is
advantageous to hold the
bow in a vertical position
with the plane in which the
bowstring is to move include the arrow and the aim-
ing eye. There are bow positioning advantages associ-
ated with these.

So, we end up with everyone shooting much like
everyone else, with small variations of personal choice
or necessity. We are “all the same, all different,” a
direct quote from Coach Kim of Korea.

And At a Deeper Level, 
the Same Things Are Observed
Just as “it is advantageous to hold the bow in a ver-
tical position with the plane in which the bowstring
is to move including the arrow and the aiming eye”
if we use a bow sight, we also want the sight’s aper-
ture in that same plane, which means that the sight
bar (if a moveable sight is involved) must be parallel
to that plane so that when the aperture is moved up
and down for different distances to be shot, the
aperture stays in that same relationship to the plane,
otherwise you are adjusting the windage along with

the elevation.
This, by the way, has repercussions further afield.

When you decide you want to tune a bow-arrow sys-
tem, all of these things need to be in their proper
places. I can’t tell you how many times I have been
asked for help by an archer doing some tuning and
when I checked their bow it wasn’t set up correctly.
Typically they have their aperture either left or right
of the necessary positions as they were correcting for
some other defect (arrow spine mismatch, centershot
out of adjustment, etc.). They were then trying to
tune their bow to shoot in an incorrect setup with is,
at best, a potentially expensive waste of time and
effort.

And The Conclusion Is . . .
There is no conclusion as of yet, but I think exploring
“the right way” to shoot arrows by actually finding
physical reasons for them will build a foundation for
coaching.

Human beings aren’t stupid. By “trial and error”
or “trial and test” we dis-
covered the right way to
shoot the bows we created
without understanding
what was involved. Even
when our understanding
was wrong, we ended up
with things being right. I
am convinced that the pre-
historic genius who first put

feathers on arrows did it because of a belief in sympa-
thetic magic. To get arrows to “fly true” it seemed
smart to attach bird feathers as birds were expert
fliers. Pragmatic concerns then got us to the kinds of
arrows carried by primitive peoples all over the Earth
which are very close in configuration and function to
modern arrows. That the “real” reasons were aerody-
namic didn’t change the outcome.

But to get past a certain point, we need to know
a great deal more about “why” and “why not” in
archery shots. We will then become more adept at
finding tradeoffs that lead to increased performance.

And we will serve our archers better by being bet-
ter able to help them when they must differ from
optimal recommendations.

“So, the fundamental question
is: what conditions are neces-
sary to achieve this goal of

arrow after arrow in a series hit-
ting the target ‘in the same

place?’”
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Note This is a continuation of the Part 2 article that
was begun in the last issue. Part 3 will be in the next
issue. Ed.)

Strength Training
Muscle mass peaks by age 25 and will decline without
a strength training program. Between ages 25-50,
sedentary people lose 5-10%, and then lose another
15% or more between ages 50-70. Beginning about
age 70, the decline in muscle mass accelerates.
Research shows that periodized strength training pro-
grams with progressive overloading can rebuild mus-
cle mass, especially in women, in a very short time
period. Research shows the benefits of strength train-
ing by older adults include:
• Rebuild fast-twitch fibers for power generation
(drawing the bow)
• Rebuild slow-twitch fibers for holding the bow –
but this seems to occur only for women, not men
• More muscle to take up oxygen and improve sus-
tained performance, especially in women (anchor
and hold particularly)
• Stronger joint connective tissue to increase joint
stability and help prevent injuries
• Increased bone density and strength.
An excellent resource to self-assess your joint

strength and mobility is
the Framework series of
books (see Resources).
The books lead you through a head-to-toe self-
assessment of your range-of-motion, joint stability,
lifestyle, balance, core strength, and posture. Each
measure has a three-point scale and you can see where
you fit on it. For example, the scale for elbow side
plank (a measure of core strength and shoulder stabil-
ity) is: 3 minutes – green; less than 2 minutes – yel-
low; less than 30 seconds or can’t do – red. The
assessments will help you determine if one side is
especially weaker than the other, or if one set of joints
needs more training than the other. For example, my

assessment revealed poorer joint stability and overall
weakness in my bow shoulder than the drawing side.
This finding, combined with a pesky trigger finger on
my string hand, led me to change from being a right-
handed archer to a left-handed archer. 

Your Masters archer strength training program
will emphasize your core muscles, drawing muscles,
and shoulder stabilizers. Refer to the Framework
books for suggested exercises:
• Core muscles: lower abdominals; internal and
external obliques; muscles along the lower spine.
• Drawing muscles: middle and lower trapezius; del-

toid (raise the arm sideways); major and minor
rhomboids (pull the shoulder blade upwards and
inwards towards the spine); latissimus dorsi (pulls
the raised arm down; draws upper arm backwards;
rotates upper arm inwards).
• Shoulder stabilizers (including six ligaments that
rotate and pack the ball of the upper arm bone in
the shallow cup of the glenoid shoulder joint).
If you have access to a gym, you can navigate a

circuit of weight machines. This is nice because you
can measure exactly how much weight you are lifting,
pushing, or pulling, and each machine targets just a
few muscles at a time. You can train for raw muscle
strength using heavy weights with a few repetitions,

or for muscle endurance
using medium weights
and more repetitions.

The next article in this series will address weight
machines in more detail.

If you don’t have access to a gym, you can use free
weights such as dumbbells, barbells, kettlebells, and
resistance bands. These are good because they chal-
lenge your joint ligaments to work in unison in a real-
world fashion. Again, the Framework book series has
many recommendations with clear instructions and
photos that you can follow at home.

The Masters Archer
by Sue Palsbo, Ph.D.

Upgrading Your Body Beyond Age 50

Part 2 (Second Half) of a Series

Continued on the Next Page
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Recovery
Weight lifting damages muscle fibers, and there needs
to be at least one or two days for them to repair. And
since we are older, it takes longer for the repairs than
it does for people under age 50. Compared to younger
archers, the Masters archery training program will
spend relatively more time on muscle strength and
cardiovascular endurance, skeletal alignment and
physiological recovery time, with relatively less time
on archery skills at the range. The next article will
suggest a periodized training program which includes
all of these components.

How long will it take to see results?
A long time – if you are starting from “average fit-
ness,” allow two years. But it will happen! In my case,
the wakeup call came on the second day of a WA field
archery shoot at age 63. In WA barebow, we have to
memorize our string walk settings. I was so exhausted
from climbing the hills on the first day of the shoot
that the next day I couldn’t remember my settings,
accidentally tossed my tab in the trash, lost my self-
confidence, my score average plummeted, and I just
generally had a cognitive collapse, aka Senior
Moment.

I started working to improve my cardiovascular

endurance right away; following a “Couch to 5K”
training program app, but doing it on the elliptical
machine instead of a treadmill to save my knees and
hips. Each week schedules three training “runs” of
walking and jogging intervals. It takes 9 weeks to
complete the program if you can keep up with it. I
had to repeat each week’s program (some weeks, three
times!) but I finally made it to the end about eight
months later and lowered my resting heart rate by 10
beats per minute. I also took some of the money I had
set aside for archery tournaments and spent that on a
personal trainer, who helped me with back strength
and shoulder stability for a few months.

When I shot the same course the next year, I felt
better, shot better, and had a great time. I felt my score
better reflected my skill as an archer, without the
noise from having an unconditioned body. This expe-
rience prompted me to look into periodized training
for Masters athletes: the subject of the next article.

Resources
Anatomy You will get more out of the time you put
into gym training if you know how your anatomy
works in conjunction with the physics of your bow. A
superb reference for this knowledge is Archery
Anatomy: An Introduction for Techniques for

Still Can’t Get Enough on Coaching?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

In this sequel to Coaching Archery, More on Coaching Archery,
and Even More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
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Archery Focus magazine Editor Steve Ruis’s first coaching book,
Coaching Archery focussed on serving beginning-to-intermedi-
ate coaches and is the best selling archery coaching book avail-
able. All of the subsequent books are addressed to all archery
coaches of all levels.
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Improved Performance, by Ray Axford, a mechanical
engineer and archer. He addresses how different
skeletal shapes affect bow mechanics, and how
changes in skeletal alignment change the forces on
the bow. Though the book was published in 1995, its
clear drawings and concise descriptions have made it
a standard reference for biomechanically effective
shooting techniques.

Another helpful article with excellent illustrations
is Back Tension Dynamics by Larry Wise (AF 23-2,
March 2019).

An excellent resource for self-assessing your
strength and mobility is the “FrameWork Self-Test,”
available online at https://www.drnick.com/frame-
work/ Dr. Nick DiNubile is a hip, knee and shoulder
surgeon specializing in sports medicine and profes-
sional athletes. His books and videos contain exercises
you can do with free weights at home or machine
weights at the gym to improve your strength, mobility
and physical resilience. All of the shoulder and arm
routines that are recommended for archers appear in
his book “Framework for the Shoulder”.

Stretching There are many books available. I like
Sport Stretch by Michael J. Alter, because it includes
archery-specific stretches. It is no longer in print but
there are plenty of used copies for sale. I follow his
routine (just a selection of the 311 stretches) once per
week; it takes me 90 minutes.

Archery Focus also has several articles on stretch-
ing by Andrew Ruis: “Bent Like a Bow, Straight as an
Arrow” (AF 16-3, 16-4, and 16-6, 2012). 

Myofascial Release An analysis of 14 Level 1
research studies on the effects of self-myofascial
release. You can download this article for free from
the National Institutes of Health, at
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC46
37917/. 

Muscle pain relief in 90 seconds: the fold and hold
method. Dale Anderson, MD. How to self-administer
myofascial release. Very clear instructions; does not
require any rollers. 

YouTube has many videos by therapists on how to
use foam rollers or tennis balls to release the fascia.

YogaThis website is the clearinghouse of research
and clinical trials on the benefits of yoga at the
National Institutes of Health https://nccih.nih.gov/
health/yoga

General A technical review of the medical
research studies on Masters athletes is available from
the National Library of Medicine at the National
Institutes of Health. You can access this for free at

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC44
82301/. The citation is: The Masters Athlete: A
Review of Current Exercise and Treatment
Recommendations. Published in Sports Health, May
2015, Volume 7, issue 3, pages 270-276. Tayrose,
Beutel, Cardone, and Sherman, all physicians, are the
authors. This article includes links to many free med-
ical research papers on Google Scholar. The current
evidence-based recommendation is that Masters ath-
letes should follow regular training regimens so as to
slow the natural decline in performance and minimize
the likelihood of injury.

The Levels of Evidence and their role in Evidence-
Based Medicine, published in Plastic and
Reconstructive Surgery, 2012. Authored by Burns,
Rohrich, and Chung. One of many scientific articles
available online about how the strength of studies is
measured. You can read this for free at the National
Library of Medicine, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pmc/articles/PMC3124652/
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Recurve 
Fine Tuning

by Simon Needham

Note All references are for right-handed archers. If
you or your student are left-handed, switch all left-
right references.

As I have probably mentioned before that if
you put your bow in a shooting machine, a Hooter
Shooter or the like, the arrows will land in very near
the same place every time! (To have them land in the
exact same place you would need perfectly identical
arrows, which do not exist.) This is somewhat true in
calm conditions, but with crosswinds that may well
not be the case. As we know, we do not shoot like
machines. Although it would seem that Brady Ellison
might be, having just shot 900 at the Vegas shoot,
which is truly outstanding archery. For most of us, we
make errors/differences in shot execution, and the
more we practice the fewer and smaller the differ-
ences. Tuning is about making the bow forgiving so
the differences in shot execution maintain the group
size on the target. If an archer makes an error on the
shot execution on a poorly tuned bow, the arrow may
well score a blue. If the same archer makes the same
error with a well-tuned bow, the arrow may only land
in the red. This is why we tune.

As your shooting gets more consistent your group
size will shrink, any changes to the setup will become
more apparent, enabling you to tune your equipment
to a better degree. Better consistency will change how
the arrow is released – smoother – which will alter the
way the arrow leaves the fingers. So tuning is an
ongoing process, that evolves with your passion to
improve.

Up to this point you have set up the bow and have

carried out initial tuning, getting the bare shaft to be
level with the fletched arrows and possibly fairly close
to the fletched group. You ensured through adjusting
the brace height, that the bare shafts are not ‘flicked’
left or right with the brace height being respectively
too low or too high. The limbs have been checked to
ensure that they are fairly well matched, by swapping
them top to bottom, checking that the bare shaft
remains fairly level with the fletched group. There
seems to be a determination that the bare shafts have
to be in the group for initial tuning, but actually as
long as they are on the face at 30 m and fairly level
with the group, you are good to go.

Button Position
On setting up the bow the arrow position in the bow,
left and right, was determined by how far the button
came through the bow. The initial position was with
the point of the arrow to the left of the centred string,
so most of the point was visible but no gap visable
between the shaft and the string, shorter arrows can
be set so that two thirds of the point is visible. The
angle is the same for short and long arrows, it is just
how it appears. This is only an initial setting and is
not critical, just a good place to start. The first part of
fine tuning is to prove, by shooting, the best position
for the button through the bow, this is done initially
by moving the button half a turn at a time. You could
start with the button all the way through the bow
with the arrow sticking far out to the left, then mov-
ing the button in half a turn at a time until the best
position is reached. Whereas, with the arrow set as per

Continued on the Next Page
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initial tuning, the best posi-
tion will not be far from
that point cutting down
tuning time.
Button Tune Procedure @

30 m
1. Move the button out
half a turn.(or in, it does
not matter)

2. Shoot fletched arrows –
adjust button tension to
get the fletched arrows
impact on the centre of
the target.

3. Shoot bare shafts – may need to adjust nocking
point to get bare shafts level with the group again.

4. Shoot for groups – measure and record your group
size
Now repeat again once again moving the button

out half a turn, etc. repeating this until the groups get
noticeably bigger. Then put the button back to the
initial setting and move it in half a turn at a time, just
as you did in moving it out, following the same pro-
cedure, until the groups are noticeably bigger. You can
then reset the button, to the position that gave you
the best groups of all of the positions you tried. 

You can now carry out the same steps again only
moving the button a quarter of a turn, to see if you
can find a position that gives you better groups. It is
important that you continue adjusting the position,
past the point of the best groups, to prove you have
the best position. I have seen archers move the button
half a turn, get better groups, and leave it at that. Only
to find later that if they had moved it another quarter
of a turn the groups would have been even better!

Check that the button is still ‘active’. By this I
mean that if you increase or decrease the button ten-
sion the fletched arrow group moves across the face,
increasing tension should ‘push’ the group left and
decreasing it should allow the group to move to the
right. I find that checking this at 60 m or 70 m works
well. If, however, the group does not move to the left
as tension is increased, it indicates that the button
tension is too hard and the button is ‘inactive’. In this
state you may find that the group moves to the right
as though the button pressure was weak, making you
think that the tension needs to be further increased!
The tension needs to be released until the group starts
to move to the right, while doing this you may well
find that the group moves back to the left as you
reduce the tension.

If you are finding that
you are having to reduce
tension, ensure that the
button is not backed off so
far that the spring is no
longer under tension as this
will alter the arrows posi-
tion in the bow. Many but-
tons come with a selection
of springs, weak and heavier
ones. You can go through
the whole process of button
position/ tension with each
of the springs. 

Another aspect to consider is the length of the
spring. I have found that some of the longer springs
work better if they are cut and made shorter. The
rationale for this is: if an archer executes the same
shot every time the spring would move in the same
amount every time, but being human, there can be
differences in shot execution! Hypothetically, on a
longer spring, for a given archer the variation in shot
execution can lead to a deflection of the button tip 3
mm to 6mm, a 3 mm variation of the arrow position
in the bow while it is in contact with the button. Yet,
with shortening the spring, the same archer with the
same variation of shot, the deflection of the button tip
may be 3 mm to 4.5 mm a variation of 1.5 mm, which
reduces the difference in arrow position, leading to
more consistent groups.

The reason for this is that in cutting the spring
down, when the spring is compressed, it gets propor-
tionally stiffer quicker than it would at its full length,
so limiting the deflection of the arrow.

Nocking Point Position
Although with initial tuning, you were trying to get
the bare shaft level with the group, you can now test
to see if there is a better position for the nocking
point, so in a similar manner with the button position
you can carry out tuning the nocking point. Especially
for those working towards the 70 m rounds this can
be tested at 70 m.
1. Move the nocking point up
2. As required, adjust button pressure to get the
fletched arrows to the centre of the target

3. Shoot for groups
Again you are proving the best position for the

nocking point by adjusting the position until the
groups get noticeable bigger, then moving it the other
way, again finding the best position of the nocking

“If you want to get good results
in archery you need to be able
to make your own strings, or at
least have someone who is very
keen to make lots of strings for
you. I feel that the best strings
are made by the person shoot-
ing it, as you will always make
sure it is perfect, not just okay.”
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point to get the best groups,
so the procedure is the same
as before, just with nocking
point movements rather
than button position move-
ments.

String Testing
If you want to get good
results in archery you need to be able to make your
own strings, or at least have someone who is very keen
to make lots of strings for you. I feel that the best
strings are made by the person shooting it, as you will
always make sure it is perfect, not just okay.

I do not think there is any ‘best’ materiel for
strings, just as there is no best bow and setup that
suits all. It is what gives you the best results for the
way you shoot.

Best to start with the string materiel you are using
now, ensuring that you do not make them too thin for
the weight you have on your fingers, make strings
with different numbers of strands. If you are shooting
18 strands now (say, for 44 lbs of draw), make 17, 19
and 20 strand strings. Shoot them all and see which
one shoots best; it might still be the 18 strand, but you
will have confirmed that belief leading you to trust
your equipment better.

You, of course, should record the parameters of
every string you make: for which riser, limbs,
length(bow), materiel, strands, end serving materiel
and thickness, centre serving materiel and thickness,
colour, length on jig, and numbers of twists of twists
when on the bow.

Then make more stings 18 strand (or which ever
tested better), but slightly longer and shorter, so that
for a given brace height, there will be a different num-
bers of twists (to make your brace height). 

Now, try a different materiel, the main issue you
will find is to make it to the same strand size as your
initial string. The best way to compare string
materiels, is once you have the best for your initial
string, shoot for groups at 30 m and note the position
of the bare shafts. The strand size between manufac-
turers and products of manufacturers can be different.
Initially when trying a new material I try to get the
Beiter No. 2 Nock to fit the same sort of fit on each
string. I will then shoot it at 30 m and see where the
bare shafts are impacting, if the string is the same
weight the bare shafts will impact in the same posi-
tion as my original string. I will make more strings at
slightly different lengths and strand numbers to see

which I get the best results
from.

The colour of the string
does make a difference, but
not because it matches your
bow or is your favourite! It
matters because of how it
looks in different light con-
ditions. I have found that

for indoor shooting when the light is not generally so
good, a lighter brighter string colour: yellow, white,
orange, is better but for outdoors, where there is gen-
erally brighter lighting, I will use darker strings: red,
purple, or blue. I feel that using a darker string
indoors the string can be harder to see to pick out a
good string picture, whereas a light coloured string,
outdoors in good light seems very ‘thick,’ again mak-
ing the string picture less consistent. The light
coloured string indoors ensures you can pick it out
easily, some venues have reasonable natural light, but
they can vary throughout the day. Outdoors, with
generally good light, the darker strings appear more
distinct, to help maintain a consistent string picture.

Tiller
As a rule of thumb, with a matched set of limbs and
the static and dynamic balance of the bow set, 4 mm
to 6 mm (3⁄16ʺ to 1⁄4ʺ) of tiller seems to work well. I
have seen people flick one limb and the string to see
if the limbs oscillate, the only thing I can see doing
that shows is how much of the string is in the limb
groove. I have spent many hours working on this
issue, shooting wise, and I have come up with a
method of getting the best tiller by using the Beiter
rest, which method I have gone into detail in my
books. This method was vindicated when observed
using the high speed camera at the Beiter centre. The
easiest way is to use a high speed camera, which are
now more readily available.

If the tiller is correct the path of the nock will be
flat when observed from the side, with the camera I
have. I will first video the nock path from release to
detachment from the string. Then the shaft passing
the button. Finally the shaft passing the bottom of my
Sureloc sight. For each video sequence I am ensuring
that the shaft and nock path are horizontal.

Tuning for Events
Depending on what events you are interested it will
determine fine tuning. If it is the 70 m rounds then
final adjustments to get the best groups need to be at

“The colour of the string does
make a difference, but not

because it matches your bow or
is your favourite! It matters

because of how it looks in dif-
ferent light conditions.”
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that distance. The tuning for a 1440 FITA round or
indoor may well require changes to your equipment to
get the best results. When shooting some years ago I
used two strings one for longer distance 90 m /70 m
and one for 50 m/30 m. Both strings were identical in
construction, but the long distance string was set so
the bare shaft at 30 m landed 4ʺ below the fletched
group, and the short distance string with the bare
shaft landing 4ʺ above the group at 30 m. If I shot the
‘long distance’ string at 50 m I would score around
300-310. Put the “short distance” string on and I
would score around 330 – 335. On the next model of
bow I shot there was not a discernible difference. On
talking to one of my friend about this, he carried out
his own tuning tests and for him he found that using
two buttons, one for long distance and the other for
short, made a significant difference.

Summary
At each stage of your tuning, shooting fletched and
bare shafts and noting their relative positions to each
other will aid you in noting any changes. The bare
shafts may be quite a way from the fletched arrows!
For me the best position for the bare shafts in relation
to my fletched arrows was a hand span to the right
(weak) at 30 m. I would ‘check tune’ on a weekly basis
to make sure that the bare shafts remained in the cor-
rect position. When I set up a new bow I would adjust
the setup so that the bare shafts initially would impact
in the same place as the previous bow. A good starting
point that only needed minimal adjustment.

A poor workman blames his tools! But many a
time, archers blame themselves when actually some-
thing has changed in their setup/equipment. Check
your tune regularly.

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numer-
ous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!

Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.

Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding tech-
niques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!

While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

http://www.amazon.com/Professional-Archery-Technique-Kirk-Ethridge/dp/0982147120/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1294245497&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Professional-Archery-Technique-Kirk-Ethridge/dp/0982147120/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1294245497&sr=8-1
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The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library

Coach Yourself! (2020)
Bob Ryder on Coaching Collegiate Archery (2019)

The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)

Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)

Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)

More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

New in the WAF Coaching Library!

Available from Better Book Stores and 
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

Surely there are principles to guide coaches of archery. Uh, like
“Be positive!” and “Never describe how they are doing it wrong,
describe how to do it right.” and . . . . and . . . .yeah, Steve Ruis ran
into the same problem. But he persevered and here is the first
extensive collection of coaching pri-
onciples for archery coaches, with
explanations.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching
Library is a effort to supply archery
coaches with a literature, not just on
the shooting of arrows out of bows
but on how to coach people to do
that better.

The Principles of
Coaching Archery

Volume 1 & 2



Helping the Helpers
—Time to Kit ‘em Up
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by Veronica-Mae Soar

Part 5 of a Series

In the first four instalments in this series
designed to help archery club members who are
pressed into service to help beginners shoot for
the first time, I covered some basics and then the
equipment needs we all have to make a success for
a new beginner giving archery a try, then I moved
on to how to get started, including dealing with
eye dominance. Now it is time to get your archer
equipped to shoot.

Oh, and our standard reminder that if you
find such instruction pleasant, you should consid-
er getting trained as a coach (it is quite different
from shooting).

Getting Properly Kitted
With all the preparation under your belt, it is time
to kit up your pupil.
Check over their clothing
and hair as mentioned
above, to see if you need
to employ your elastic
strip or hair bands.

As you place the brac-
er on their arm tell them
it is mainly to keep loose
clothing out of the way. If
they are bare armed, then
you may mention that it also serves as a safety fea-
ture – just in case. If a beginner is taught properly
with due care and attention they should never hit
their arm. How to avoid this we will cover in a
moment. Suffice it to say that in almost any group

of beginners you will find at least one who will
exclaim “I tried archery once before and I got a
terrible bruise on my arm.” Reassure them that
this is not part of the normal shooting experience
and that you will be showing them how to avoid
hitting their arm. 

A very important safety check at this stage is
the length of arrow your pupil will be using. The
Internet is awash with grizzly images of hands
with arrows through them – clearly archers who
did not take sufficient care to get the correct
length of arrow, or even realised they had to. A
slight overdraw is all it takes for an arrow to leave
its allotted place and get driven through the hand
as it is released. Alternatively it can become
jammed inside the bow and shatter under the

pressure. The correct way
to deal with this is to
keep pulling the string,
point the arrow at the
ground and draw back
some more to un-jam it –
but your pupil will not
know this and will proba-
bly panic.

When I began teach-
ing, there was just one

way to check the arrow length – and this method
is still used today by many. The pupil is asked to
hold out both arms in front of them (crucially
without pushing their shoulders forward) and the
measure is taken from their chest to the tips of

“The Internet is awash with 
grizzly images of hands with
arrows through them – clearly

archers who did not take 
sufficient care to get the correct

length of arrow, 
or even realised they had to.”
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their outstretched fingers—
plus two (2) extra inches for
safety. A second but similar
action has the pupil hold
their arms to each side, and
the length is then calculated
as half the finger tip to fin-
ger tip distance, plus that
two (2) inches. Of the two
this is preferable as it ade-
quately deals with someone
who has relatively short
arms but wide shoulders. A
third method is to ease your
pupil into a shooting posi-
tion and measure from their
bow hand to the place where they will be bringing
the arrow nock, plus your two (2) inches.
Although this third method can give the most
accurate measurement, it relies on the pupil actu-
ally being in a good shooting position, and you
have not yet taught them this. It will however give
you an indication as to where will be the best
place for them to use as a
reference point, and we
shall cover this a little later.

Now the finger tab. Of
all the kit this must be the
one a beginner finds the
most awkward. You may
have to use what your club
provides, but make sure it is
not too large and that the
gap between the first and
second finger has been
trimmed out. It should be
pliable and with a good
shiny surface. Try to avoid
one with just a single finger
hole as this can wander
about. The one I would
tend to go for is that with an adjustable strap to go
around the 3rd finger.  Before it goes on, show
your pupil exactly where the string must go in the
first crease of those three fingers so that they
understand this.  Finally, introduce them to the
bow they will be using. A brief naming of the
parts they will need to know is all that is needed
at this moment. What is most important is that
they understand the safety rules which will apply.
A whistle to start and a double whistle when it is

safe to collect arrows. Instill
in them that one must
never pull back the string
and let it go unless there is
an arrow on it or it could
seriously damage the bow;
and that a bow should never
be pointed at anything
other than the target.
Depending on what type of
beginner you have, it is also
wise to add that an arrow
should never be shot up
into the air. There are
youngsters who, once they
have a bow in their hand,

cannot resist the urge to sky an arrow.
We have talked about aiming but not yet how

one aims. You will know that modern tournament
bows all have a sight which is adjustable for dis-
tance and from side to side to accommodate a
strong wind. Very early beginners’ bows often
managed with a glass beaded pin stuck into a strip

of sticky tape. This is actu-
ally quite a serviceable
sighting arrangement;
although those who know
about such things maintain
that aiming is very slightly
more accurate using a ring
because the pin head actu-
ally obscures the part of the
target one is aiming at. Be
that as it may, you will
either have a club bow with
a sight on it or will have to
improvise. So in your ‘busy
box’ will be a packet of glass
headed pins and some tape. 

There are some who
start a beginner shooting

“barebow” without a sight, on the premise that
aiming is just one more thing to worry about. I
would not argue with those who do this; but I
have not personally encountered any aiming prob-
lems, and with a sight your pupil can learn to get
their hand under their chin straight away instead
of changing their contact point later, which can
sometimes prove a challenge. 

You will I hope have set up the target at quite

There are many ways to check that arrows are long enough
and therefore safe to use.

Continued on the Next Page

Look! Hundreds of bow sights in one photo!
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Archery is exoploding as a sport and more and more people are
starting up! And not all of these archers are kids. If you know an
adult who is just getting started and needs a good orientation to the
sport of archery, this is the book for them. The subtitle tells it all:
Archery for Adult Beginners. No longer do adults need to consult
materials designed for kids.

Chapters include the following topics: Safety, Getting Started,
Getting Coached, Equipment, Archery Styles, and Competitions.
Cover are the steps to shooting an arrow, how to stay safe at all
times, how to make sure your equipment is sized for you, and more.

Written by the Editor of Archery Focus magazine and Master
Coach Steve Ruis, get a copy today!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Need a Book for an Adult Just Getting Started?

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!

a short distance. You want
your beginner to hit it at
least a few times, or they
will become discouraged. 

I recommend not
more than 20 yards for an
adult and 15 for a young-
ster. I would also suggest
using a bare boss. Just hit-
ting the boss at this stage
is the name of the game,
and being concerned about score does not help

Now, as I said, it is really good if your pupil
gets to hit the target, it makes them and you feel
happy and relaxed. So where does the sight go? At
20 yards a good rule of thumb as a starting point
is that the pin or ring goes the same distance
above the arrow shelf or rest as is the distance
from the pupil’s chin to their eye. Small adjust-
ments cam be made later, but all other things
being well, this should get them on the target. 

Get your pupil to hold the bow out and get

used to the idea of cen-
tring the pin or ring on
the target.

“So where does the sight go? At
20 yards a good rule of thumb
as a starting point is that the pin
or ring goes the same distance
above the arrow shelf or rest as
is the distance from the pupil’s

chin to their eye.”

http://www.amazon.com/Shooting-Arrows-Archery-Adult-Beginners/dp/0984886052/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1362238951&sr=1-1&keywords=Shooting+Arrows
http://www.amazon.com/Shooting-Arrows-Archery-Adult-Beginners/dp/0984886052/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1362238951&sr=1-1&keywords=Shooting+Arrows
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All of this is 
included in here!

Available Everywhere!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches
can track progress.

The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious anno-
tations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.

The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by chang-
ing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being pro-
vided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

Available from Amazon.com
and ArcheryEducationResources.com!

http://www.amazon.com/Coaches-Guide-Recreational-Archery-Curriculum/dp/0982147147/ref=sr_1_7?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1340991358&sr=1-7&keywords=Archery+Education+Resources
http://www.amazon.com/Complete-Archers-Recreational-Archery-Curriculum/dp/0982147139/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1336150237&sr=8-2
http://www.amazon.com/Coaches-Guide-Recreational-Archery-Curriculum/dp/0982147147/ref=sr_1_7?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1340991358&sr=1-7&keywords=Archery+Education+Resources
http://www.amazon.com/Complete-Archers-Recreational-Archery-Curriculum/dp/0982147139/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1336150237&sr=8-2
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Available from Amazon.com

Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel, and
a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright side,
although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she ends up
a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach), road man-
ager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of
her second son are bared as she writes.

Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains of
Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow and
hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds while
just trying to shoot a few arrows.

If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her jour-
ney. 

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

ConfessionsofanArcheryMom

Need Help Running an Archery Program?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Teaching Archery is a complete guide to setting up and operating a
public archery program. Whether teaching archery to kids at a camp,
teaching archery to adults in a park, or running an archery range at an
archery pro shop, this how-to manual will give you all the information
that you need to set up and operate your program successfully.

Appendices of never before published information contain scripts
and dialogs for instructors, class lesson plans, a glossary of terms, and
useful forms that you can duplicate and use in your own class programs.

This book is the one stop manual for building and maintaining an
effective recreational archery program. Included are many of the ideas
and techniques that have been used by Pasadena Roving Archers ( PRA
) to serve more than 10,000 recreational archers every year.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/0984886001/ref=mp_s_a_1?qid=1326398640&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Teaching-Archery-Running-Recreational-Instruction/dp/0991332644/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1430618844&sr=1-1&keywords=Teaching+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/0984886001/ref=mp_s_a_1?qid=1326398640&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Teaching-Archery-Running-Recreational-Instruction/dp/0991332644/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1430618844&sr=1-1&keywords=Teaching+Archery
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The question in the title is a good one and the
answer is yes. Any archer who wants to compete seri-
ously has to have equipment to support that effort.
This involved equipment selection (where most of the
focus is on), equipment set up and tuning (where
most of the rest of the attention is on) and equipment
maintenance (where too little of the attention is on).

There is a resource you absolutely positively need
to have if you want to learn about your equipment; it
is a book Simple Maintenance for Archery, Second
Edition, By Alan Anderson and Ruth Rowe. This
small, affordable book (available from Lancaster
Archery Supply and others) is a must have book. It is
spiral bound so it
lays flat at every
page which is what
you want because
they describe
almost all of the
tasks involved in
maintaining your
archery gear, with
photos and step-
by-step instruc-
tions.

Every newly
serious archer and
every coach needs
a copy of this book
(if for no other
reason than to show it off to students and urging
them to get a copy).

Now, fixing your own arrows is the entry into
building your own arrows which will allow you to cus-
tomize your arrows and to save money while doing it
(buying the components and assembling the arrows
yourself is cheaper than buying them “made to order.”

Where to Start
Start where it is easiest: replacing damaged nocks.
Nocks come in two broad varieties: glue on and press
in. Glue-on nocks are used commonly on archery
program arrows so you probably have seen these
before. Most of the arrows for serious competitors are
of the press-in variety. 

Traditional archers are the only ones not using
“snap nocks” any more. Snap nocks are so-called
because when pressed onto a bowstring, a sound,
Snap!, occurs which tells you the nock is completely

affixed to the bowstring. Many traditional archers,
typically using wooden arrows, use nocks that do not
snap. The notch in the nock just gets a little narrower
the more it is pressed upon the bowstring and stay
where put due only to friction.

So, the next thing you need to know to be able to
replace a cracked or missing nock on one of your arrows
are two things: the size of the opening that receives the
nock and the size of the notch where it attaches to your
bowstring. This is not made easy in that different man-
ufacturers make different sizes of nocks with different
shaft sizes and different “throat” sizes.

AER Articles for Archers

Getting Serious: Can I
Fix My Own Arrows?

These are all “glue on” nocks, commonly found on beginner program
arrows. The two on the left are “snap on” nocks while the two on the

right are traditional nocks (note the straight channel).
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Prominent in the 
WAF Coaching Library!

Available from Better Book Stores and 
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, espe-
cially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but on
how to coach people to do that better.

LARRY WISE
ON

COACHING ARCHERY

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library

The Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols 1 & 2 (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)

Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)

Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)

More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

www.LarryWise.com
www.LarryWise.com
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Many conform to the standard that Easton has
established with its G nocks and Super nocks and
made nocks that would conform to these sizes.
(Easton has gone on to establish yet other styles of
nocks). The G nocks were designed for the Easton
ACE arrow with was the premier Olympic Recurve
arrow for many years (and is still a good option for up
and coming competitive archers). Later Easton
arrows were designed to accept these nocks, so “G
nocks” is a common choice for target archers.

Easton also developed Super nocks, for larger
applications: hunting, high speed 3-D arrows, etc.
These nocks are larger, both in the shaft diameter and
in the throat. They are used for larger arrows and bows
with larger bowstrings (higher draw weight bows).

These nocks can be pressed in just using your fin-
gers, but normal engineering tolerances provides
arrows and nocks that are just too hard to insert his
way. Most nock manufacturers proved a small plastic
nock wrench that aids in inserting their nocks and then
rotating them around until the nook notch and the
index vane are correctly aligned. there are even specific
tools available for making sure your nocks are properly

aligned (see photo below left).

Best Practices
To make your life simpler, set aside a section in
your notebook and list there every aspect of your bow
and arrows. For the arrows, list the nock type, color,
and throat size, the model and manufacturer and size
of the shaft, e.g. Easton X7 aluminum arrows, size
2213, the length the arrows were cut to, the style, size
and weight of arrow point. The next time you need to
order replacements, if there is no change in size you
can just look up the particulars and order those.

Nock Fit Archers often find that when they
replace their bow string or replace their nocks (some-
thing highly competitive archers often do at least
once per year) that their groups get poorer. The reason
for this is “nock fit.” The old nocks and the old string
had rubbed up against one another so that the fit was
quite good. But fresh nocks or a new bowstring, even
a new center serving, can make the nock fit too loose
or too tight. If too loose arrows will fall off easily and
if too tight they won’t leave the bowstring where they
used to and in staying a bit too long, will leave on a
different trajectory. 

To adjust the nock fit, either the string needs to
be adjusted or the nocks do. Some people prefer to
work on the nocks, warming them up gently and then
spreading the ears slightly (if too tight) or squeezing
them together (if too loose). Many people think this
is too variable and instead prefer to trust to the man-
ufacturer’s consistency and just adjust the size of the
bowstring. If the nock fit is too loose, a larger diame-
ter serving material can be used to replace the old
material. Similarly, if the string is too big, either the
serving can be replace under higher tension or a

Press-in nocks use no glue but press into the rear of the arrow or an
adapter in the rear of the arrow. An arrow wrench (orange) is used
to make this easier on the fingers. This is an Easton Super Nock.

To test nock fit hang an arrow vertically from the nocking point of
your bow and give the string a sharp rap with a finger or two. The

arrow should come off easily.

Continued on the Next Page
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Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery
for Beginning Coaches!

There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for begin-
ning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to
teach it and much more you won’t get from certification courses. Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Makes A Great Gift for New Coaches

smaller diameter serving can be used to replace the
one currently on your string.

To test for nock fit, suspend an arrow from your
bowstring when it is nocked at the right place. If it
supports its own weight, it is not too large for the
string. While it is hanging there, tap the bowstring
sharply right next to the hanging arrow. If the arrow
does fall off it is too tight.

Another New Kind of Nock, Oh My!
Just as we all because comfortable with glue-on and
press-in nocks someone came along with a new style
of nock, the “pin nock” The reasoning was that an
open hole in the back of an arrow was an invitation
for a “tubing” or Robin Hood, that is another arrow
being shot so that it enters your arrow, much as Robin
Hood split the other archer’s shaft in the archery con-
test he was in. Now the problem with this is the event
traditionally allows the archer performing the feat to
claim the two arrows as a prize and you just lost an
arrow. Worse, if you do it to yourself, in all likelihood
you have damaged both arrows to the point that you
have lost two arrows!

The solution for many archers was pin nocks.
Instead of the press-in nock having a shaft that press-
es into the arrow, an aluminum insert in the back of

the arrow provided a shaft for a “pin nock” to be
pressed upon. Arrow striking the back of an arrow
with a pin nock usually have the pin deflecting that
arrow, preserving the shaft (the pin nock will need
replacing and occasionally the pin will, too, but the
expensive shaft is protected).

Conclusion
Replacing a press-in nock is something that can even
be done in the middle of a competition, thus ensuring
you will have enough to finish the shoot. So this is a
very pragmatic skill.

And this is not all there is to know about nocks,
this is just getting started.

We will cover more about equipment mainte-
nance in coming articles.

Pin nocks fit over a pin rather than press into a holw.

http://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147104/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245552&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147104/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245552&sr=1-1
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AER Articles for Coaches

Getting Serious:Helping
Them Fix Their Arrows
Recently we published our recommendations as

to how to help your “getting serious” archer’s arrows
tuned, well at lease to “fit” them. In this article we
want to address the process of how to help your
archers with the transition from being an archer
someone else does all of their equipment set ups for
them, to taking personal responsibility for doing them
themselves.

Not every archer needs to be an equipment guru,
but it sure pays to be able to do a few things yourself
and to know what you are asking for when you ask a
technician to perform a service (replace the center
serving, replace the string and cables on my com-
pound bow, straighten my arrows, etc.

There is a resource you absolutely positively need
to have if you want to learn about your equipment; it
is a book Simple Maintenance for Archery, Second
Edition, By Alan Anderson and Ruth Rowe. We have
recommended this before and often but we aren’t sure
you have seen those recommendations, so we may be
repeating ourselves but it is for good reason. This
small, affordable book (available from Lancaster
Archery Supply, $17.95 . . . cheap) is a must have
book. It is spiral bound so it lays flat at every page
which is what you want because they describe almost
all of the tasks involved in maintaining your archery
gear, with photos and step-by-step instructions.

Every newly serious archer and every coach needs
a copy of this book (if for no other reason than to
show it off to students and urging them to get a copy).

Now, fixing your own arrows is the entry into
building your own arrows which will allow you to cus-
tomize your arrows and to save money while doing it
(buying the components and assembling the arrows
yourself is cheaper than buying them “made to order.”

Where to Start
Start where it is easiest: replacing damaged nocks. If
this is not a strength of yours, then by all means be
sure to read the companion AER article in this issue
where the basics are described. There is, of course, a
lot more involved. Here is just one example.

Broken Press-in Nocks Press-in nocks (see photo)
have a shaft that is pressed into a receiver in the back
of the arrow shaft. Some press into the shaft all by
themselves but this is not as strong as having an alu-
minum insert glued into the rear of the shaft to accept
the nock.

Sometimes the nock proper breaks off flush with
the insert, leaving nothing to grab onto to pull out.
Here are a couple of ways to deal with that. If the
shaft is a hollow tube, you can screw in a small eye
screw into the shaft, then slip an Allen wrench
through the eye and pull the shaft out as you would
pull out a wine cork. For Easton G nocks, the little
eye screws that come with picture framing hardware
kits fit perfectly. (Keep one in your coaching small
tools bin.) A larger one is need to do the same for
Easton Super nocks and others of similar size.

In lieu of an eye screw being available there is
another way to remove that broken off shaft. This
involves removing the arrow point, and once it is out,
take an Allen wrench just slightly smaller in diameter

Some press-in nocks go right into the arrow tube. Others use a glued
in aluminum insert. This is an Easton G nock.
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than the plastic
shaft and push
the broken shaft

through. It will fall
out the open other end of
the arrow. Then replace
the point. (This was cov-
ered in the arrow tuning
article and a couple of oth-
ers recently.)

Other Problems with
Nocks There is a lot of bogus information available to
archers, one of these involves using a knife to remove
broken glued-on nocks in preparation for a replace-
ment. This may have served as a replacement proce-
dure if you were out on a hunting trip and didn’t have
the proper tools, but it is a risky idea. A sharp knife
(you would use a dull knife, would you? ever?) can cut
right into the aluminum cone that receives the nock,
making that arrow unsuitable for competition.

We favor a better approach. Use a propane or
butane torch to heat the nock until it starts to soften,
then pull the nock off with a pair of pliers. Using this
technique you can remove the nocks from a dozen
arrows in well under two minutes, and will never
damage the aluminum shafts. Remove the glue

residue with a solvent (we
use acetone on a rag) and
you are ready to glue on
another nock.

If the aluminum cone
at the nock end of the
arrow is damaged, there is
a little tool that can be
used to dress it like new.
These are considered old
fashioned by everyone not

ear

ear

shaft
body

index

—  throat — groove

Kudlacek’s KD Nock Tool (green) just place it over the
swaged cone of an aluminum arrow and twist it back and

forth a few times ... all new!

https://www.amazon.com/Archery-Drill-Book-Steve-Ruis/dp/1492588342/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1565874802&sr=8-2
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running a youth archery program (and hence using
swaged aluminum arrows) but it is called the
Kudlacek’s KD Nock Tool (see photo at left—I think
Jake’s Archery may still sell them). A bit of attention
with this tool and the swaged cones is like new, ready
to receive a new nock.

Best Practices
We always recommend to archers that to make their
lives simpler, they should set aside a section in their
notebook and to list every aspect of their bow and
arrows. For the arrows, they should list the nock type,
color, and throat size, the model and manufacturer
and size of the shaft, e.g. Easton X7 aluminum
arrows, size 2213, the length the arrows were cut to,
the style, size and weight of arrow point. The next
time you need to order replacements, if there is no
change in size you can just look up the particulars and
order those.

Nock Sizes There are a bewildering variety of
nocks and nock sizes available to archers now. Here is
a listing of the sizes of common press-in nocks:

G and F nocks fit shafts with a 
0.166-inch inside diameter.
X and A nocks fit shafts with a 
0.204-inch inside diameter.

H and H.E. nocks fit shafts with a 
0.234-inch inside diameter.

S nocks, also called Super Nocks, fit shafts 
with a 0.244-inch inside diameter.
GT nocks fit shafts with a 
0.246-inch inside diameter.

We standardized on first glue on nocks, but then
G and S nocks for our youth programs but “serious”
archers will use everything under the sun. Plus these
are just the nock standards as to the shafts and inserts
they will fit. G nocks, for example, a very common
nock used by serious target archers, has two throat
sizes, labeled “large groove” and “small groove.” These
fit different diameter bowstrings as well as offer some
hidden benefits. Larry Wise recommends “small
groove” nocks to one and all for target archery because
the nocks are smaller and therefore less likely to have
another arrow skip off of them for lower scores. If you
choose to use small groove nocks, you may have to
adjust the center serving to make sure they fit well.

Nock Fit Archers often find that when they
replace their bow string or replace their nocks (some-
thing highly competitive archers often do at least
once per year) that their groups get poorer. The reason
for this is “nock fit.” The old nocks and the old string

had rubbed up against one another so that
the fit was quite good. But fresh nocks or a
new bowstring, even a new center serving, can
make the nock fit too loose or too tight. If too
loose arrows will fall off easily and if too tight they
won’t leave the bowstring where they used to and in
staying a bit too long, will leave on a different trajec-
tory. 

To adjust the nock fit, either the string needs to
be adjusted or the nocks do. Some people prefer to
work on the nocks, warming them up gently and then
spreading the ears slightly (if too tight) or squeezing
them together (if too loose). Many people think this
is too variable and instead prefer to trust to the man-
ufacturer’s consistency and just adjust the size of the
bowstring. If the nock fir is too loose, a larger diame-
ter serving material can be used to replace the old
material. Similarly, if the string is too big, either the
serving can be replace under higher tension or a
smaller diameter serving can be used to replace the
one currently on your string.

To test for nock fit, suspend an arrow from your
bowstring when it is nocked at the right place. If it
supports its own weight, it is not too large for the
string. While it is hanging there, tap the bowstring
sharply right next to the hanging arrow. If the arrow
then falls off it is just right. If it won’t even hang, it is
too loose; if it won’t fall off when the string is tapped,
it is too tight.

Nock Indexing is a Key If nocks are replaced
willy-nilly then when the arrows are placed on the
bow, the vanes will end up in random orientations.
Even a newly serious archer can lay out his/her arrows
on a flat table and eyeball the nock grooves. They
should all be at the same angle to the table. If not,
they should use a nock tool to turn them so they are

To test nock fit hang an arrow vertically from the nocking point of
your bow and give the string a sharp rap with a finger or two. The

arrow should come off easily.
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look identical.
Commercial nock alignment tools (see

photo previous article) are made and are a
handy tool to have in your coaching kit bag.

Conclusion
Replacing a press-in nock is something that can even
be done in the middle of a competition, thus ensuring
your archer will have enough arrows to finish the
shoot. We, for example, recommend that field archers
carry a multi-tool with them on the range as the “pli-
ers” configuration is an excellent aid in removing
nocks that are stubborn to your fingers. This is a very
pragmatic skill.

Super serious archers actually buy nocks in bulk
and weigh each and every one on a grain scale. There
are always a few in a bag of 100 that deviate from the
norm and hence are thrown out so as to not be used.
There is a great deal to learn about nocks.

And this is not all there is to know about nocks,
this is just getting started.

We will cover more about equipment mainte-
nance in coming articles.

Do You Love Archery History?

The bow and arrow were invented at least 60,000 to 70,000 years ago
and for 99% of that time children learned archery the same way they
learned everything else: by doing.

More recently, though, children began receiving instruction in the
way of the bow. Eminent archery historian Hugh Soar shares his vast
knowledge of how youths were taught during this period, both then
and now, starting in his native England, expanding to the rest of the
U.K, then out to Europe and the U.S., and also including the Middle
East, Africa, and the Far East.

Archery coaches and archers who have an interest in youth archery
or archery history will love this book. It is packed with history and is
charming, too. Fully illustrated.

Get your copy of The Young at Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

https://www.amazon.com/Young-Archery-Hugh-D-H-Soar/dp/0991332679/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1535637641&sr=1-1&keywords=The+Young+at+Archery
https://www.amazon.com/Young-Archery-Hugh-D-H-Soar/dp/0991332679/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1535637641&sr=1-1&keywords=The+Young+at+Archery
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Coaching Library

Larry Wise on Coaching Archery
(2014)

by Larry Wise
For compound and 

bowhunting coaches.

Archery Coaching How To’s
(2013)

by Steve Ruis
For those coaching out of their

area of experise and beginning-to-
intermediate coaches.

Even More on Coaching Archery
(2013)

by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.

More on Coaching Archery
(2010)

by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.

Coaching Archery (2008)
by Steve Ruis

For beginning-to-intermediate
coaches.

General Archery Titles

ProActive Archery (2012)
by Tom Dorigatti

For compound archers 
wanting to be 
really good.

Professional Archery Technique
Third Edition (2009)

by Kirk Ethridge
Primarily for compound and 3-

D archers.

Winning Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis

For archers wanting to learn how
to win.

Archery 4 Kids (2010)
by Steve Ruis

Written for an 8 to 14-year old
beginner audience.

Confessions of an Archery Mom
(2011)

by Lorretta Sinclair
Stories of an Archery Mom coping

with three boys, all
outstanding archers.

Shooting Arrows (2012)
by Steve Ruis

Written to help adults cope with
their new sport.

Why You Suck at Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis

Written for archers who want to
learn why they aren’t getting better

and how they can.

A Parent’s Guide to
Archery (2010)
by Steve Ruis

Written to help parents who have
children in archery.

All  T i t les Avai lable on Amazon.com

http://www.amazon.com/Archery4Kids-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147171/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245662&sr=1-5
http://www.amazon.com/Archery-Coaching-How-Tos-Steve-Ruis/dp/0991332601/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1388520827&sr=1-1&keywords=archery+coaching+how+to%27s
http://www.amazon.com/Parents-Guide-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147155/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245720&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147104/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245552&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/0984886001/ref=mp_s_a_1?qid=1326398640&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Even-More-Coaching-Archery-Steve/dp/0984886079/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1388594033&sr=8-1&keywords=even+more+on+coaching+archery
http://www.amazon.com/Larry-Wise-Coaching-Archery/dp/0991332628/ref=tmm_pap_title_0?ie=UTF8&qid=1404227343&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/More-Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/098214718X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1304621716&sr=1-1-catcorr
http://www.amazon.com/ProActive-Archery-Tom-Dorigatti/dp/0984886028/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1357075372&sr=8-1&keywords=ProActive+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Winning-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147163/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1340991254&sr=8-1&keywords=Winning+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Why-You-Suck-at-Archery/dp/0984886036/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1356724230&sr=8-1&keywords=Why+You+Suck+at+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Professional-Archery-Technique-Kirk-Ethridge/dp/0982147120/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1294245497&sr=8-1
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